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SUN DUK HYONG 

This pattern is named after Queen Sun Duk of the Silla dynasty 668 A.D., who was know for 
bringing martial art from China to Korea. The diagram represents "Lady". The 68 movements 
of this pattern refers to the year 668 A.D. 
This pattern was designed by Grand Master Park Jung Tae for 4th Degree Black Belt. 
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1. Move both palms down to BC while executing a high right leg side kick and then a high 
right leg hook kick to D. Perform in a connecting motion. 
NOPUNDE YOPCHA JIRUGI -NOPUNDE GORO CHAGI 

2. Lower the right foot toward D, forming a right half walking stance toward D while 
executing a left downward arc-hand pressing movement (to floor) and a right high obverse 
punch to D. 
BAN GUNNUN SO BANDALSON NAERYO MAKGI 
NOPUNDE BARO JIRUGI 

3. Keep the right foot stationary, slide the left foot to C in a slow motion, forming a right 
walking stance toward D while executing a pressing block with the left palm. 
Perform in a slow motion. 
GUNNUN SO SONBADAK NOOLLO BANDAE MAKGI 

4. Slide right foot to A, forming a sitting stance (facing D) while execllting a X-fist rising 
block. 
Perform in ci slow motion. 
ANNUN SO KYOCHA JOOMUK CHOOKYO MAKGI 
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5. Move the left foot to A in a stamping motion, forming a sitting stance (facing C) while 
executing a W ·shape block with the outer forearm. 
ANNUN SO PALMOK SAN MAKGI 

. 6. Execute a left middle sliding side piercing kick to A, lower the left foot to A, [.Jrming 8. 

left fixed stance while executing a left middle knife·hand side block and a right middle 
palm pushing block. (simultaneously) 
KAUNDE YOPCHA MILGI - GOJUNG SO SONKAL YOP MAKGI - SONBADAK 
KAUNDE MIRO MAKGI 

7. Move tbe left foot to B in a stamping motion, forming a sitting stance (facing D) while 
executing a W ·shape block witb tbe outer forearm. 
ANNUN SO PALMOK SAN MAKGI 

8. Execute a left middle sliding side piercing kick to B, lower the left foot to B, forming a 
left fixed stance while executing a left middle knife·hand side block and a right middle 
palm pushing block. (simultaneously) 
KAUNDE YOPCHA MILGI - GOJUNG SO SONKAL YOP MAKGI - SONBADAK 
KAUNDE MIRO MAKGI 

9. Move the right foot to B, forming a left X·stancewhile executing a left outer forearm low 
front block. (bring right finger belly to tbe left side fist). 
KYOCHA SO BAKAT PA[MOK NAJUNDE AP MAKGI 

10. Move the left foot to B, forming a sitting stance while executing a twin outer forearm 
parallel front block toward D. 
ANNUN SO SANG PALMOK NARANI AP MAKGI 

11. Move tbe right foot to B in a stamping motion, forming a right walking stance while 
executing a twin upset punch toward B. 
GUNNUN SO SANG JOOMUK DWIJIBO JIRUGI 

12. Execute a right flying front snap kick to B, landing to B in a left L·stance while executing 
aX ·knife·hand checking block. 
TWIMYO NOPI APCHA BUSIGI 
NIUNJA SO KYOCHA SONKAL MOMCHAU MAKGI 

13. Move tbe left foot to B in a sliding motion, forming a left fixed stance while e}:ecuting a 
middle obverse punch to B. 
GOJUNG SO AP JOOMUK KAUNDE BARO JIRUGI 

14. Execute a high left turning kick to A (turning clockwise) and then a left flying high front 
snap kick to A (right knee comes up tben high front kick). 
NOPUNDE DOLL YO CHAGI - DWIYO NOPI APCHA BUSIGI 

15. Landing to A in a left walking stance toward A while executing a middle X-fist downward 
block. 
GUNNUN SO KYOCHA JOOMUK KAUNDE NAERYO MAKGI 

16. Execute a right high reverse tuming,kick to F, turning clockwise. 
'NOPUNDE BANDAE DOLL YO CHAGI 
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17. Lower the right foot to F, then execute a right jumping side piercing kick to F. 
TWIMYO YOPCHA JIRUGI 

18. Landing to F in a right walking stance toward F while executing a twin upset palm block. 
GUNNUN SO SANG SONBADAK OLLYO MAKGI 

19. Move the left foot to F, forming a left walking stance while executing a double high arc
hand. 
GUNNUN SO DOO BANDALSON NOPUNDE MAKGI 

20. Move the right foot to F in a stamping motion, forming a left L-stance while executing a 
high right back hand outward strike toward F. 
NIUNJA SO SONDUNG NOPUNDE BAKURO TAERIGI 

21. Execute a left inside crescent kick to right palm toward F. 
NOPUNDEANURO BANDAL CHAGI 

22. Lower the left foot to F, then execute a jumping mid-air inside crescent kick with the left 
foot to F. (turning clockwise). 
TWIMYO DOLMYO ANURO BANDAL CHAGI 

23. Landing to F in a left X-stance while executing a middle left knife-hand side strike to F. 
KYOCHA SO SONKAL KAUNDE YOP TAERIGI 

24. Move the right foot to E to form a right walking stance toward E while executing a 
pressing block with the left palm. 
GUNNUN SO SONBADAK BANDAE NOOLLO MAKGI 

25. Move the left foot to E to form a left walking stance toward E while executing a pressing 
. block with the right palm. 

Perform 24 and 25 in a continuous motion. 
GUNNUN SO SONBADAK BANDAE NOOLLO MAKGI 

26. Execute a right middle front snap kick to E. 
KAUNDE APCHA BUSIGI 

27. Lower the right foot to E, forming a right walking stance while executing a left reverse 
middle punch to E. 
GUNNUN SO AP JOOMUK KAUNDE BANDAE JIRUGI 

28. Move the left foot to E, forming a right rear foot stance while executing a pressing block 
with the twin palm toward EG.(facing EG). 
DWITBAL SO SANG SONBADAK NOOLLO MAKGI 

29. Execute a right middle turning kick and a high turning kick to G (continuous slow motion) 
and a high right hooking kick (fast motion). 
KA UNDE DOLL YO CHA GI - NOPUNDE DOLL YO CHA GI - NOPUNDE GORO 
CHAGI 
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30. Lower the right foot to G and then execute a right jumping hooking kick to G. 
TWIMYO GORO CHAGI 

31. Landing to G in a left L-stance while executing a middle forearm guarding block to G. 
NlUNJA SO PALMOK KAUNDE DAEBI MAKGl 

32. Execute a left front pushing kick (sliding to G), lower the left foot to G, forming a right 
L-stance while executing a middle knife-hand guarding block to G. 
APCHA MILGl- NlUNJA SO SONKAL KAUNDE DAEBI MAKGl 

33. Dodging backward to H, while executing a right jumping front snap kick toward G (facing 
G). 
PIHAGI TWIMYO APCHA BUSIGI 

34. Landing to H in a left rear foot stance toward G while executing a middle forearm 
guarding block toward G (facing G). 
DWITBAL SO PALMOK KAUNDE DAEBI MAKGl 

35. Execute a right foot rear step to H, then move the left foot to H, forming a left L-stance 
toward G while executing an upward block with the right palm toward G (facing G). (two 
steps back). . 
NlUNJA SO SONBADAK OLLYO MAKGl 

36. Slide to G, maintaining the left L-stance while executing a middle obverse punch. 
NlUNJA SO AP JOOMUK KAUNDE BARO JIRUGI 

37. Pivot on the right foot, move the left foot toward H, forming a left walking stance toward 
H while executing a right inner forearm circular block and then execute a left high obverse 
punch. 
GUNNUN SO ANPALMOK DOLLIMYO MAKGI 
GUNNUN SO AP JOOMUK NOPUNDE BARO JIRUGI 

38. Execute a right middle front snap kick to H. 
KAUNDEAPCHABUSIGI 

39. Execute a left high side piercing kick to H, lower the left foot down to F, forming a left L
stance toward E while executing a middle knife-hand guarding block to E (facing E). 
NOPUNDE YOPCHA JIRUGl- NIUNJA SO SONKAL KAUNDE DAEBI MAKGI 

40. Maintain the hand position, move the left foot to E (center line), then execute a right high 
twisting kick to F. 
NOPUNDE BITURO CHAGI 

4 I. Lower the right foot to E, then execute a right middle jumping twisting kick to B, landing 
to E in a right walking stance while executing a right high obverse punch to E. 
TWIMYO KAUNDE BITURO CHAGI 
GUNNUN SO AP JOOMUK NOPUNDE BARO JIRUGI 

. 42. Move the left foot to E (center line), then move the right f09t to E (center line) then 
execute a left high twisting kick to F (step,step,twisting kick). . 
NOPUNDE BITURO CHAGI 
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43. Lower the left foot to E, then execute a left middle jumping twisting kick to A, landing to 
E in a left walking stance while executing a left high obverse punch to E. 
TWIMYO KAUNDE BITURO CHA GI 
GUNNUN SO AP JOOMUK NOPUNDE BARO JIRUGI 

44. Execute a right middle outward checking kick and a right high turning kick toward A 
consecutively (pivot on the left foot, turning clockwise), and then lower the right foot to A, 
forming a right walking stance toward A while executing a right high flat fingertip 
outward cross-cut to A. 
KAUNDE GOLCHYO CHAGI -NOPUNDE DOLL YO CHAGI 
GUNNUN SO OPUN SONKUT NOPUNDE BAKURO GHUTGI 

45. Execute a left middle outward checking kick and a left high side thrusting kick toward A 
consecutively and then lower the left foot to A, forming a left walking stance toward A 
while executing a left high flat fingertip outward cross-cut to A. 
KAUNDE GOLCHYO CHAGI -NOPUNDE YOPCHA TULGI 
GUNNUN SO OPUN SONKUT NOPUNDE BAKURO GHUTGI 

46. Move the right foot to A in a sliding motion to form a left L-stance while executing a left 
middle knuckle fist middle punch. 
NIUNJA SO JOONGI JOOMUK KAUNDE JIRUGI 

47. Move the left foot toward D to form a right L-stance (pivoting on the right foot, tuming 
clockwise) while executing a low knife-hand guarding block toward D . 

. NIUNJA SO SONKAL NAJUNDE DAEBI MAKGI 

48. Execute a right side checking kick and a right high side thrusting to D. 
Perform in a consecutive kick 
YOPCHA MOMCHUGI - NOPUNDE YOPCHA TULGI 

49. Lower the right foot to D, then execute a left high reverse hook kick and a left high 
turning kick (turning counter clockwise). 
NOPUNDE BANDAE GORO CHAGI -NOPUNDE DOLL YO CHAGI 

50. Lower the left foot to D, then execute a right pick-shape kick to D. 
GOK KAENG-I CHAGI 

51. Lower the right foot to D, forming a right walking stance while executing a left high arc
hand strike. 
GUNNUN SO BANDALSON NOPUNDEBANDAE TAERlGI 

52. Move the right foot beside the left foot (DC center line), then move the left foot to C, 
forming a left diagonal stance while executing a right back elbow thrust (facing GJ. 
SASUN SO DWIT PALKUP TULGI 

53. Move the left foot to G in a stamping motion, forming a right L-stance while e:>(ecming a 
left back hand high outward strike to G. 
NIUNJA SO SONDUNG NOPUNDE BAKURO TAERIGI 
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54. Execute a high crescent kick to left palm and then a right high side piercing kick to G. 
Perform in a consecutive kick 
NOPUNDE BANDAL CHAGI -NOPUNDE YOPCHA JIRUGI 

55. Lower the right foot to G in a stamping motion, fonning a left L-stance while executing a 
high right back hand outward strike and then execute a left observe punch to the right 
palm (maintaining the left L-stance). 
NIUNJA SO SONDUNG NOPUNDE BAKURO TAERIGI - BARO JIRUGI 

56. Move the left foot to G, fonning a sitting stance (facing D) while executing a right 9-
shape block and then a left 9-shape block. 
Perform in a continuous motion . 

. ANNUN SO GUTJA MAKGI 

57. Move the left foot to.H (center line), fonning a left vertical stance while executing a right 
side fist downward strike to H. 
SOOJIK SO YOP JOOMUK NAERYO TAERIGI 

58. Move the left foot to H, fonning a left fixed stance toward H while executing a V-shape 
punch. 
GOJUNG SO DIGUTJA JIRUGI 

59. Execute a right jumping turning side piercing kick to DH (turning clockwise), then lower 
the right foot to H, forming a left L-stance to H while executing a right knife-hand side 
strike to H (facing H). 
TWIMYO DORA YOPCHA JIRUGI 
NIUNJA SO SONKAL YOP TAERIGI 

60. Execute a left back piercing kick to H, then lower the left foot to H, forming a left walking 
stance while executing a right high crescent punch. 
DWITCHA JIRUGI 
GUNNUNSONOPUNDEBANDALJIRUGI 

61. Move the right foot to C, fonning a sitting stance while executing a left knife-hand low 
side block to D. 
ANNUN SO SONKAL NAJUNDE YOP MAKGI 

62. Maintaining the sitting stance and slide to C while executing a right scooping block and 
then a left middle punch to A (facing A). 
ANNUN SO DURO MAKGI -KAUNDE JIRUGI 

63. Move the left foot beside the right foot, executing a right side pushing kick to C, lower the 
right foot to C, then execute a left high reverse turning kick to C (turning coumer 
clockwise), lower the left foot to C, fonning a left walking stance while executing a left 
knife-hand high side block to C. 
YOPCHA MILGI -NOPUNDE BANDAE DOLL YO CHAGI 
GUNNUN SO SONKAL NOPUNDE YOP MAKGJ 

64. Execute a right fmnt pushing kick while sliding to C, lower the right foot to C forming a 
right walking stance while executing a right flat fingertip high. tmust to C. . 
APCHA MILGI - GUN/VUN SO OPUN SONKUT NOPUNDE. TULGI 
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65. Move the right foot to CD line, then move the left foot in a stamping motion to D, forming 
a sifting stance while executing a left side fist middle strike to D. 
ANNUN SO YOP JOOMUK KAUNDE YOP TAERIGI 

66. Maintaining the sitting stance and slide to D while executing a left scooping block and 
then a right middle punch to A (facing A), and then execute a right knife-hand low side 
block to C. 
ANNUN SO DURO MAKGI- KAUNDE JIRUGI 
ANNUN SO SONKAL NAJUNDE YOP MAKGI 

67. Move the right foot beside the left foot, executing a left side pushing kick to D, lower the 
left foot to D, then execute a right high reverse turning kick to D (turning clockwise), 
lower the right foot to D, forming a right walking stance while executing a right knife
hand high side block to D. 
YOPCHA MlLGI-NOPUNDE BANDAE DOLLYO CHAGI 
GUNNUN SO SONKAL NOPUNDE YOP MAKGI 

68. Bend the left knee down to DF, lower both hands to B, execute a right high turning kick to 
D, lower the right foot to D, forming a right half walking stance while executing a left 
downward punch. 
NOPUNDE DOLL YO CHAGI- BAN GUNNUN SO AP JOOMUK NA ER YO JIRUGI 

End: Bring the right foot back under the left leg, sitting crossed legs, both fists on top of 
the knees • 
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